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CHECKLIST

Generous support for the exhibition was provided by the Robert and Mercedes Eichholz Foundation.

1. Border Crossing, 2015-2016
Charcoal on vellum
96 x 165 inches

8. Angel Study (Border Crossing), 2015
Charcoal on vellum mounted on paper
40 x 32 inches

15. Storm Sketch (Water Crossing), 2016
Charcoal on paper
32 x 42 inches

2. Water Crossing, 2016
Charcoal on vellum
96 x 165 inches

9. Pietà Study (Water Crossing), 2016
Charcoal on vellum mounted on paper
30 x 28 inches

3. Land Crossing, 2016
Charcoal on vellum
96 x 170 inches

10. Two Torsos Study
(Border Crossing), 2015
Charcoal on paper
28 x 44 inches

16. Final Compositional Drawing
(Land Crossing), 2016
Giclée print with drawn overlays
24 x 38 inches

4. Compositional Drawing for
Water Crossing, 2016
Charcoal on vellum mounted on paper
40 x 66 inches
5. Compositional Drawing for
Land Crossing, 2016
Charcoal on vellum mounted on paper
40 x 66 inches
6. Horse and Rider with Tiger
(Land Crossing), 2016
Charcoal on vellum mounted on paper
40 x 44 inches
7. Three Heads Study
(Land Crossing), 2016
Charcoal and acrylic on vellum mounted
on paper
24 x 36 inches

11. Reclining Male Study
(Water Crossing), 2016
Charcoal on paper
28 x 42 inches
12. Male from Back Study
(Border Crossing), 2015
Cartoon, charcoal on paper
28 x 38 inches
13. Lion with Leg (Land Crossing), 2016
Cartoon, charcoal and acrylic on
vellum mounted on paper
30 x 24 inches
14. Preliminary Rough Composition Sketch
for Border Crossing, 2015
Charcoal on paper
22 x 32 inches

17. Angel Study with Hands
(Border Crossing), 2015
Graphite on paper
34 x 24 inches

We are also grateful to the following donors:
Nancy and Howard Adler
Beth and Alan Berkeley
Anne and Mark Ellman
Bonnie and Peter Gatof
Lori and Gary Gertzog
Lisa Messinger and Aaron Panken
Linda and Seth Plattus

18. Original Thumbnail for
Land Crossing, 2016
Pencil on paper
11 x 14 inches
19. Original Thumbnail for
Water Crossing, 2016
Pencil on paper
11 x 14 inches
20. Lion Study for Border Crossing, 2015
Charcoal and white crayon on craft paper
19 x 26 inches
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A

rt and events both have a galvanizing agency—the power to inspire witnesses to contemplation or action. Conversely, momentous events,
triumphs and tragedies alike, have long been commemorated in art, from the ancient reliefs on the Arch of Titus in Rome to the French
Romantic painter Théodore Géricault’s iconic Raft of the Medusa. These strands from two ends of a common arc converge in the extraordinary
Refugee Trilogy series by Rick Shaefer, which represents the Connecticut-based artist’s passionate and cerebral response to the current Syrian
refugee crisis, the seismic effects of which continue to resonate around the globe. In reacting to this crisis through the language of the visual,
Shaefer joins a varied company, from larger than life personalities like Chinese dissident artist Ai Weiwei, who has used 1,000 refugees’ life
vests in an installation in Vienna and is currently completing a documentary film about the migrant crisis based on his visits to refugee camps
on the Greek-Macedonian border, to Francesco Tuccio, a humble carpenter from the tiny island of Lampedusa between the coast of Tunisia
and Sicily, who collected scraps of driftwood from the wreckage of ships carrying migrants from the Middle East and fashioned them into
rough crosses symbolizing both the plight and the hope of desperate refugees. (One of these is now in the collection of the British Museum
in London.) Employing monochromatic drawing as his medium, Shaefer creates powerful compositions abounding with figures and motifs
inspired by Rubens and Géricault, harnessing the lexicon of old master painting as he plumbs the expressive capacity of art to address the
timeless human tragedy of exile, migration and dislocation.
It a privilege for the Fairfield University Art Museum to present these recently completed powerful and compelling monumental works to the
public for the first time, and to offer during the run of the exhibition an exceptionally rich roster of programs dealing with myriad aspects of
the convulsive refugee crisis, from the plight of the migrants themselves to the devastating spoliation and destruction of cultural heritage in the
afflicted regions of Iraq and Syria in particular. All events are open to the public and free of charge. Information is available on the museum’s
website (fairfield.edu/museum).
Carey Mack Weber, Assistant Director, proposed and coordinated the exhibition and related programming. Generous financial support was
provided by the Robert and Mercedes Eichholz Foundation and by Anne and Mark Ellman, Bonnie and Peter Gatof, and Lisa Messinger
and Aaron Panken. Venü is the exclusive media sponsor of the exhibition. Finally, we are profoundly grateful to Rick Shaefer for graciously
collaborating with the museum throughout the genesis of this exceptionally worthwhile project, and for giving us the honor of introducing the
Refugee Trilogy to the students, faculty, and staff of Fairfield University and the residents of Fairfield County and beyond.
							

Linda Wolk-Simon, PhD
Frank and Clara Meditz Director and Chief Curator
Fairfield University Art Museum
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